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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Rationale.-It is generally kno>m that physical education plays
an important part in the total growth and development, not only of our¬
selves, but of our country as well. The responsibility of total physical
fitness and mental alertness rests mainly in the programs of our edu¬
cational institutions. This cannot be over-emphasized nor can it be
written off as unimportant. This degree of efficiency and performance
cannot be reached unless educators and citizens insist on the achieve-
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ment of the very highest standards. Today the intelligent citizen is
learning the importance of total physical fitness and using it to solve
more and more of his personal problems.
The emergence of physical fitness councils and committees or¬
ganized under the auspices of the President keeps us mindful that the
trend of awareness of the importance of physical education is on the
rise. The periodic games of the Olympics, the cycle of professional
sports, and even the day-to-day bustle of our jobs are totally depen¬
dent on our physical well-being. Even though we readily admit this,
we often give very little thought to the iiqjortant basic element with¬
out which even daily existence would be \xnbearable.
It seems ridiculous for one to take physical fitness for granted.
While this may seem to be a crude and unpleasant way to put it, it is
nevertheless true. Most individuals take their good health and physical.
1
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condition for granted and never maJce an attempt toward improvement until
caJLled upon to do so in an emergency.
A greater understanding on our part, of the factors which make
for a conplete picture of physical fitness will enable us to understand
why some individuals perform routine tasks with a higher degree of pro¬
ficiency than do others.
Today more and more people are becoming aware of the need for
a thorough understanding, on the peirt of the citizens of our society,
of the role physical education can and does play in our lives, society
and world. In the duration of all community services, there is an in¬
herent need for appraisal and re-evaluation. It is through this method
that programs and institutions that serve us are made meaningful and are
improved. It is quite probable that there is no one recreational facil¬
ity existing that does not need constant revision.
In the field of recreation there is much consensus as to what
constitutes a so\ind program. While this is true, a sound program for
one community may very well prove unsuitable for another. Many agencies
are faced with the problem of concentrated interest in some activities,
and very little and sometimes not interest in others. Needless to say,
activities cease to have a purpose in a program when they are not util¬
ized. As many may agree, there are only certain activities which attract
^ participating audience. Nevertheless, many other activities would
be explored and engaged in once interest is acquired.
In order to provide the entertainment and activities which are
fundamental to the participation, enjoyment and perpetuation of a well-
rounded recreational program, it is necessary that the activities be
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evaluated periodically. The program can then be appraised with some
validity as to how effective it is in achieving its purpose.
In this study the writer will attempt to ascertain the effec¬
tiveness of the present Special Services Program at the Presidio by
using a model of a similar study which was conducted by the Arity in
1957.1
Evolution of the Problem.-This problem evolved upon discovering
that no previous study or research had been conducted concerning the
Special Services program at the Presidio. While the program had been
revised and kept up to date, little attention had been given to the
participants’ choice of activities in the program as far as an exten¬
sive survey was concerned. As a result of personal concern and interest
for the improvement of programs of recreation and physical education,
the writer decided to conduct a survey to determine the effectiveness
of the present program of Special Service activities.
Contribution to Educational Ihiowledge.-It is hoped that the
findings of this study can be used to give evidence of a need for greater
stress on the importance of physical education and recreation in secon¬
dary education.
Statement of the Problem.-The problem of this study was to
determine the effectiveness of the present program of Special Service
activities of the Presidio of San Francisco in meeting the needs of
Ifhe Adjutant General, The Soldier and the Special Services
Program, A survey conducted by the Personnel Research and Procedures
Division for the Special Service Division of the Adjutant General's
Office, (Washington, D.C.: 1957), p. 6,
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the military personnel.
Purpose of the Study.-The general purpose of the study was to
determine whether or not the present program of special activities was
desirable to its participants. More specifically, the study was intended
to find outj
1. In/hat activities were enjoyed most;
2. What should be done to encourage greater participation in
the program by militaiy personnel, and their implications
of such participation for general education; and
3. If personnel who have had opportunity to participate in
organized sports and physical activities in school respond
favorably to the respective part of the Special Services
Program,
Definition of Terms.-Significant terms used in this study are
thusly defined:
1, The term, "Special Services," refers to that branch of
military services that encompasses all of its recreational
activities including the library services.
2, The term, "Presidio," refers to the United States Army
Military Reservation which is located in San Francisco,
California.
Locale of the Study.-The locale of the study was the Presidio
of San Francisco, California, 914129, during the fsill of 196?.
Limitations of the Study.-This study is limited in that it in¬
volved only one military reservation and only the personnel stationed
at the Presidio. The study was limited further because it was conducted
on a group of people whose length of residence ranged from one month
to three years or more and knew little of the extent of the Special
Service Program,
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Locale and Description of Subjects.-Subjects included $00 WAGS,
Officers and Enlisted Men. The exact military population was classi¬
fied information. However, a figure of 1700 was used as an approximate
number and 500 was decided by the researcher and the Special Service
Officer of the Presidio to be large enough to give a representative
sample. The Presidio is headquarters of the Sixth United Army serving
California, Arizona, Utah, Oregon, Nevada and Waishington and is located
in the northermost tip of the state of California. It is a totally
self-sufficient reservation and controls its own utilities and services.
Method of Research.-The method of descriptive survey was used.
A questionnaire was distributed to every unit at the Presidio. These
questionnaires were so distributed that at least every fifth man in each
unit was surveyed. A design of random sampling was employed using one
out of every five soldiers. The numiber five was chosen from table (1)
of random numbers.^
Procedural Steps.-The procedural steps involved in the collection
of data were as follows:
1. Permission was obtained from the necessary authorities to
conduct the study.
2. The questionnaire was structiored and distributed to the
respondents at the Presidio.
3. Data obtained from questionnaires was analyzed, interpreted
and presented.
U. Findings, conclusions, implications and recommendations were
presented in the final thesis copy.
^Allen Wallis and Harry Roberts, Statistics: A New Approach,
(Glencoe: The Free Press, 1956), p. Iii8,
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Survey of Related Literature,-It cannot be over-emphasized that
appropriate activities for most secondary schools in almost every instance
have been thought to be adequate when they included team sports. There
seemed to have been no regard for individual and carry-over activities.
Omission of the latter negates one of the basic purposes of secondary
education-worthy use of leisure times.
According to V/illgoose:
In both elementary and secondary areas, concepts will
be stressed rather than bits and pieces of knowledge. Teachers
of health in secondary schools will all have had special pre¬
paration with particular attention to the intricate relation¬
ship between the sciences - social, physical and biological.
Programs in 1977 will require better prepared teachers with a
multi-disciplinary approach to education and willingness to
go far beyond the classroom for a continual in-service edu¬
cation.!
According to Bookwalter^, and many other educators, physical
education is an integral and indispensable phase of education. Since
the values of physical education are important and necessary to all
students, it is a part of general education. Physical education is a
total body developing process, nurturing not only the muscles, but
sharpening reflexes, increasing endurance and stamine, facilitating
the proper fimciioning of organs and enhancing social grace and effi¬
ciency.
Rogers3 defines physical education as a method which proceeds by
Charles Willgoose, "Physical Education in the Future," Journal
of Health, Physical Education and Recreation, 39 (March, 1968), 31.
^Karl W. Bookwalter, Physical Education in the Secondary School,
(The Center for Applied Research in Education, Inc,: New York, 196i4,), p, 1,
Frederick R, Rogers, Educational Objectives of Physical Ac¬
tivity, (A. S, Barnes and Con^any: New York, 1931)> p. 12.
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msans of or through predominately physical activities. Should we further
examine this definition we would find or conclude that most of education,
whether formal or informal, is physical education, for muscular responses
are natural and integral to learning.
The real objective of physical education is not health. The
real question is what will the individual do with his health. The place
of joy and happiness in the life of an individual is of fundamental im¬
portance. The presence of joy is one indication that physical growth
is proceeding harmoniously.
The fundamental basis for selection of measures are objectives
and methods. The aims of physical education are, like those of all
education, health, social efficiency and culture. Physical education
includes certain specific objectives which promote health, social
efficiency and cultvire.^
As forementioned, adequate activities are often limited to
team sports, these being basketball, football, baseball and track.
A survej^ of physical education programs in all levels of education
from elementary to college level provided data to support this state¬
ment. There should be no need here to infer the dire need of selec¬
tion in the physical education program. This study^ also reveals
that there is systematic repetition of activities down through the
^Rogers, Fundamental Administrative Measures in Physical Edu¬
cation, (The Pleiades Company; Newton, Mass., 1932), p. 12.
^Bookwalter, Physical Education in the Secondary School, p. US,
3lbid., p. k9
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grades. This can be laid to either poor and weak instruction or im¬
proper professional preparation in curriculum planning. In many cases
both conditions exist.
Criteria are standards of judgment. The criteria of proper
educational tests are validity, reliability, objectivity, econor^y in¬
terest norms and utility. The ultimate measure of the value of an
educational measure is its power to promote the most fundamental aims
of life.^
Leonard^ states that in savage life practically the only form
of teaching and learning is through muscular activity, or at least
through activities that concern muscular responses. He even traces
developments which explain why physical education in America is so
little understood and its aims differ from state to state.
Educators must be on guard against the overthrow of cultural
and social objectives for the inclementation of a totally physical
program. There is greater tendencies to handicap a good physical
education program when a coach, or a too liberal-minded director of
health education are given the administrative reins of the physical
activity program.
The history of physical education in schools in this country
during the last $0 years has shown a gradual change from the formed
"drill" to the less formal and much freer activities of physical train¬
ing of today. Perhaps one of the most significant changes has been the
Rogers, Ifeasures in Physical Education, p. 25.
Rogers, Educational Objectives, p, 88,
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general acceptance of the term "physical education". It is essential
for children to realize the need for fair play in all things; and if
friendliness, good fellowship, courage, leadership and initiative are
developed by physical education, then we can truly say that physical
education is making a worth-vihile contribution to education.^
It is the desire of the Array to have eveiy soldier and WAG
voluntarily participate in a comprehensive off-duty sports program
at all levels of command and ability. To achieve this objective, Arny
sports are so organized and administered that everyone has the oppor¬
tunity to learn a sport, engage in individual sports or play on a re¬
presentative sports team.
Competitive sports include football, touch football, volleyball,
softball, soccer, baseball, boxing, golf, tennis and bowling. Other
games include billiards, table tennis, handbell, squash, weight-lifting,
wrestling, horseshoes, badminton and archery.
The facilities of each Special Service unit include gymnasium,
swimming pools, golf coiirses, stadium, indoor and outdoor diamonds
and courts. In addition to these stationary facilities, numerous types
of portable equipment are available to interested personnel on a loan
basis.
Qualified personnel are employed and are given on-the-job
training to further enrich their experiences. This is true of the sports
program as well as the other phases of the Special Service program.
A. Bilbrough, Report of the International Congress on the Essen¬
tials of Physical Education for Youth, April 11-16, 19Uii. At the Con-
neticut Valley Colleges, Amherst, Mount Holyoke, Smith, Springfield,
University of Massachusetts and Springfield Public Schools. Sponsored
by AAHPER, Journal of Health, Pl^sical Education and Recreation, 27
(May, 19$h), lOU.
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As early as the Civil War! there was professional entertain-
inent for military troops. This service was first enjoyed on a small
scale because, as it was, no funds were appropriated for expenses.
The very beginning had its inception from the Military Morale
Division. 2 This division was created to give the serviceman something
to do in his off-duty leisure time as well as to boost sagging morale
and up-grade the physical efficiency of soldiers.
In 1917 the first substantial committee was formed from which
the Special Services eventually evolved.^ One of the very first phases
initiated was the library which started in 1899. Although some form
of entertainment was offered the serviceman as early as 1910, there
was very little if any participation in the program.
Prior to World War II, the Morale Division (as the Special
Services were then called), much of the program for servicemen was
carried on by civilian organizations such as the YMCA, YWCA, lOiights
of Columbus, Jewish Welfare Board and the Salvation Arriy.
The term "Special Service" really came into being during World
War II. A school for Special Service personnel was established at Ft.
Meade, Maryland in 19i|2, and was moved several times before becoming a
branch of the Personnel Service Support Division of The Adjutant General's
office in 1962.
The recreational activities of the Special Services were greatly
neglected because of small appropriations. Special Services through
^U.S. Amy Adjutant General School, History of Special Services,




its work in World War II is well-lcnoim to all who served in the Armed
Forces, The symbolic heraldry of the design tells the story of Special
Service activities. The three gold tilting lances, which are superim¬
posed on the green and golden wreath, represent the three branches of
Special Services; Exchange Service, Motion Picture Service, and Rec¬
reational Services. The laurel wreath with its streart^rs are signi¬
ficant as an award for the accomplishment of work well done,^
There is nothing on the insigTiia to tell the story of the never-
ceasing effort of Special Service to provide, maintain and better the
off-duty environment of the men and women of the Armed Forces,
The purpose of the Arny Soldier Shows Program is to furnish
opportunities for recreational participation in all types of theatrical
activities by enlisted men and women. The soldier shows include quiz
shows, jam sessions, song fests, quarter parades and musical jamborees.
The shows are rehearsed, prepared and presented in Special Service
facilities. The personnel are required to have at least completed
successfully a course of study in theatre arts or music at an accre¬
dited institution.
Instruction courses^ are provided for soldiers to give addi¬
tional training to further qualify the individual for his job perfor¬
mances, The instruction is intended to make clearer the history, basis
of organization, and mission of the Special Services, l-Jhen the courses
^The Adjutant General, Special Service Notes, Vol. Ill, No, 1,
(U.S, Government Printing Office: Washington, D.C., 1953), p» 3.
^The Adjutant General's School, Ft. Benjamin Harrison, Indiana,
Program of Instruction For Special Services-Enlisted Courses, (U.S.
Government Printing Office; Washington, D.C., 1952), p. 6,
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are completed the soldiers are given tests to measure their ability
of comprehension and learning.
Portable equipment is available for loans for a seventy-two
hour period. Although there are adequate sports supplies, they are not
of sufficient quantity to be loaned on a permanent basis.
There is entertainment value in sports for the spectator as
well as the participant. The added value of improving the morale as
well as assuring fitness for soldiering again gives credit to the pro¬
gram, Programs of instruction are set up and enlisted personnel in¬
terested in them are expected to meet certain requirements. Courses
for officers are of the same duration as for the enlisted men. How¬
ever, officers are trained for administrative and supervisory positions
whereas enlisted men are trained in techniques and procedures of or¬
ganizing,
A well-balanced athletic program will assist in developing a
high state of morale by keeping the soldier physically fit and mentally
alert. Opportunity is afforded for all men to participate for personal
pleasure and competition with other military and civilian teams.
The soldier theatricals^ are presented to encourage individual
talent and boost morale. These programs also give the participants
experience in producing, directing and a feeling of success. A book
of skits and sketches is available in post libraries for the use of
recreation officers who xvish to encourage more elaborate productions.
Library services of the Army Special Services are equipped for
^*/ar Department, Arny Service Forces, Recreation Buildings,
Office of the Chief of Special Service, (U.S, Government Printing Of¬
fice: Washington, D.C., 19h2), p. 9.
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reference, study, reading clubs and similar activities. The library
was established to provide up-to-date reading material in all fields
to military personnel. It purports to give the serviceman library
services comparable to the best civilian library services. There are
over 1100 service units of the Arny Library in the world today. 1 Per¬
sonnel are graduates of fully accredited library schools.
The Special Services provide multi-purpose shops for a great
variety of craft skills from draid-ng to radio repair. The motion
picture service was provided for the first time in 1917.
Service Clubs first appeared before World War I and were known
as '’Hostess Houses".^ In 1923, money was appropriated for salaries of
the Army Hostesses. By 19Uli, the number of hostesses had grown from a
mere ninety-six in 1919 to over 1,000. The name was changed from "hos¬
tess" to recreational director in 19U6 when Congress refused to ap¬
propriate funds for salaries of personnel designated as "hostesses".
The purpose of the Army service club program is to assist in develop¬
ing the efficiency and morale of enlisted personnel by providing a
friendly, home-like atmosphere, and wholesome social and recreational
activities during off-duty time at Army installations.
There are service club buildings at established installations
readily accessible to the troops. It usually has facilities for dances,
shows, parties, crafts, games, music, writing, special interest groups
and related activities. A mobile facility called "clubmobile", equipped
with small games, pocket books, records, and record players, writing
^Ibid., p. IJ4.
^U.S, AGO, History of Special Services, p. 3»
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material, appropriate sports supplies, and other recreational equip¬
ment, serves troops at outposts, on maneuvers or in combat areas.
Service clubs are staffed by civilian women. The personnel
are a highly professional group who, in addition to their respective
specialties, must have acceptable personality traits, integrity, and
discretion. A combination of college education and experience is
required for each position.
Service clubs today are found in the United States, Far East,
Alaska, USARPAC Area, Panama Canal Zone, and Europe. These service
clubs which are located on military installations are the nucleus
around which the social life of the soldier revolves. They are used
during off-duty time by enlisted personnel, their families and friends.
Long range planning is essential to insure a diversified and
well-balanced service club program. In order to be full and effective,
the program calendar is usually planned on a yearly, seasonal, monthly,
weekly, and daily basis. The reasons for long range planning are many.
One good reason is that there is the matter of the budget request and
the inclusion in it for any extra funds necessary to give consideration
to the many occasions and dates that suggest themes for parties and
special activities.
The Ariry crafts program provides many varied opportunities for
self-expression. It helps to build the self-esteem of the participants,
and it often opens the doors of vocations. Skills, and self-confidence
of military personnel are increased through voluntary participation in
these creative activities during off-duty time on arny posts.
Some of the activities^ include auto repairs, ceramics, drawing.
^Ibid., p. It
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metal work, leathercraft, jewelry mald.ng, painting, and photography.
The materials used in any of the crafts are made available to the users
at cost. No charge is made for use of equipment. Army crafts shops
vary in size and scope from,a very large workshop, completely equipped
with power tools, to a makeshift shop in a tent. Literature on the
various crafts is also available. A degree from an accredited college,
with a major in arts and crafts specialists plus varying lengths of
paid experience. Many posts, near civilian commimities, utilize the
volunteer services of craftsmen and artists.
In 1951> the demands for additional Special Service Officers
became so great that Reserve Officers were ordered into military ser¬
vice, and qualified personnel in Special Services were appointed
Second Lieutenants in The Adjutant General's Corp and ordered to ac¬
tive duty. During this same year a conference^ was held in Washington,
D.C. It was brought out that among the problems at The Presidio then
werej first, funds were being allocated in such small proportions that
maintaining a strong personnel was difficulty secondly, there was a
critical shortage of qualified personnel and, third, a lack of stan¬
dardization of grades for service club directors by the U.S. Civil
Service Commission was responsible for the detriment of the morale of
the personnel.
Today the personnel is adequate and funds are appropriated to
the units for staff personnel and supplies as they are deemed necessary.
All Special Service programs follow a similar pattern of organizations,
Office of the Adjutant General Special Services Program, Spe¬
cial Services Officers' Conference, (Washington, D.C,; 26-30 MarcTii
1951;, P. 135.
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however, differences exist which are relevant to each installation.
According to the survey^ conducted by the Arrry in 19^7 of all
Special Service units, most of the soldiers who responded to the ques¬
tionnaire voiced approval of the existing Special Service program.
Results also showed that the sports program had more participants in
both categories of active and spectator.
Although the mission and main purpose of the Special Service
progreim is to provide wholesome off-duty recreation for its personnel,
it also involves civilian participation and entertainment. Many of the
activities of the Service Clubs are not restricted to military and
their dependents. During "Operation Big Heart"^, many handicapped
crippled children were treated and entertained at a Christmas Program
which was sponsored by the Enlisted Men's Coimcil which acts as a laison
between battery commanders of the outlying remote military reservations
around the Presidio and the Mobile Club Director. On another occasion,
a fine supplementary exhibition was given at the Veteran's Day Open
House which was held in connection with a scheduled Veteran's D^ Pro¬
gram.^
Considering the writer's background and experience in the area
of physical education and recreation, it is felt that the most impor¬
tant criteria for evaluating the program at The Presidio would be to
follow the lines of formalized activities which would include marching
drills, dances, and calisthenics; semi-formalized activities-games,
^TAG, The Soldier and the Special Services Program, p, 81.
2
Department of the Ariry Pamphlet, Program Projects From "Op-




sports, etc.; informal activities - hiking, camping, etc. There must
also be administrative, directional and supervisory controls.
As stated earlier, recreation programs should be re-evaluated,
re-examined and re-appraised periodically. In view of the past re¬
visions and organization changes which are responsible for the present
program, the researcher hopes that the Special Service Program at The
Presidio has been enriched by the findings of this study.
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION, INTERPRETATION AND ANAIZSIS OF THE DATA
This study was designed to find out:
1. What activities were enjoyed most;
2. What should be done to encourage greater participation
in the program by military personnel, and their impli¬
cations of such participation for general education; and
3. Determine if the personnel had opportunity to participate
in organized sports and physical activities in school
responded favorably to the respective part of the Special
Service Program.
With these purposes in mind, questions were asked of the res¬
pondents on the following general topics as to 1) relation of high
school curricula offerings and participation in extra-curricular ac¬
tivities; 2) leisure time activities; 3) opinions, evaluations, and
suggestions as to the effectiveness and improvement of the Army Special
Service Program; and U) certain descriptive characteristics of the res¬
pondents such as age, number of years at The Presidio, rank, marital
status, etc. Information was also sought from the respondents concerning
their previous educational and recreational background and leisure time
activities.
The questionnaire used consisted of twenty-nine items, twenty-
seven of which are multiple-choice items, and two which are free-
expression and multiple-choice combinations. A similar questionnaire
18
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which was used by the Army in 1957^ was used as a model in constructing
this instrument. The questionnaire was organized with questions about
each Special Service activity. For further clarification, responses
were divided into groups of RA-Regular Ariry and OC-Other Components.
These include ER-Enlisted Recruits, NG-National Guard, etc.
The data are presented in three sections. Section one includes
Tables 1 through 8. Data presented in these tables concern character¬
istics of the respondents used in the study. Section two contains
Tables 9 through 7$, which concerns leisure time activities of the res¬
pondents, the relation of their high school curricula offerings and
their desire to participate in the Special Service Program. Section
three deals with the opinions, suggestions and reactions of the res¬
pondents to the present program of Special Services offered at The
Presidio of San Francisco,
Although there are many and varied criteria for a sound program
of physical education activities, they all basically have the same aims.
The researcher feels that the following criteria for a sound physical
education and recreation program was appropriate and adaptive to be used
in evaluating the Special Services at The Presidio:
1. Physical and organic growth and development (sports under¬
standing).
2. Psychological development (sports understanding),
3. Social traits and qualities (sportsmanship).
U. Recreational and safety habits and skills (sports habits
^i'he Adjutant General, The Soldier and the Special Services
Program, A Survey Conducted by the Personnel Research and Procedures
Division for the Special Service Division of The Adjutant General's
Office, (Washington, D.C.: 1957), p. 6.
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and skills),1
As can be seen, these criteria parallel the ones set forth by
the Educational Policies Commission of the American Association of
Health, Physical Education and Recreation, According to the Educational
Policies Commission^ the values of democracy must be sought on two
levels - the level of the individual and the level of society. These
concepts led them to these goals of recreation:
1, Personal fulfillment
2, Democratic human relations
3, Leisure skills and interests
it. Health and fitness
3, Creative expression and aesthetic appreciation
Many of the areas discussed in this study may seem to be far
afield from the administration of physical education. If, however,
physical education is to be judged from the standpoint of total be¬
havior, all of these facets must be considered. For if, physical edu¬
cation is to be held responsible for total outcomes of behavior, and
if an attempt is made to show the relationship between cause and effect,
then physical education must concern itself with this total picture of
the child's leisure time.
Of the 500 questionnaires sent out to the personnel of The
Presidio, U69, or 9U per cent were returned. The excellent response
was due to the interest of the Special Service Officer and the officers
in charge of the various units.
^oolcvjalter. Physical Education in the Secondary School, p, 7.
p. 85
^Journal of Health, Physical Education and Recreation, May, 1961;,
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Descriptive Characteristics of the Respondents
The data pertaining to the descriptive characteristics of the
14.69 respondents are presented in Tables 1 through 8 and are discussed
with respect to Regular Arniy affiliation or ten^^orary affiliation
designated in this study as Other Components.
The data on the age of the h69 respondents are presented in
Table 1 and are discussed in the paragraphs which follow.
TABIE 1
AGE
Regular Arrry Other Components
Number Percent Number Percent
Under 20 years 38 13 25
20 - 30 years 136 U7 68 38
31 - UO years 113 39 59 33
Over UO years 3 1 0 0
No Answer 0 0 0 0
Total 290 100 179 100
These data indicate that three-fourths of the respondents in
both categories are between the ages of 20 and UO, It may be inferred
here that this fact could have an influence and/or definitely a bearing
on this attitude this group of military personnel may have towards the
Special Service Program as a whole. It is further noted that 2$ per
cent of the Other Components (OC) were under 20, as against 13 per
cent of the Regular Army men. It is interesting to note that all of
the men sampled answered this question.
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Length of Time at the Presidio
While the data below indicates that two-thirds of the men in
the Regular Armjy category have been at The Presidio six months or lon¬
ger and four-fifths of the men in the Other Components category have
been at The Presidio six months or longer j it may or may not have a
bearing on whether or not the men have had a chance to become involved
with or become familiar with the Special Services Program at The Pre¬
sidio,
TABLE 2
LENGTH OF TII-E AT THE PRESIDIO
Regular Arrry other Components
Number Percent Number Percent
Less than 6 months 26 9 35 19
6-12 months 93 32 72 ho
1 year or more 159 55 56 31
No Answer 12 h 16 10
Total 290 100 179 100
Since several factors may be responsible for the lack of in¬
terest in the program, we cannot completely assume that the length of
stay at The Presidio is responsible directly for the participation and
interest in the program. Data indicated, however, that most of the
Ptegular Arny had longer stays of residence at the time of the study
while the majority of Other Components were there less than a year.
Rank
The data on the Rank of the U69 respondents are presented in
Table 3 and are discussed in the paragraphs which follow. The data in





Regular Arny Other Components
Mximber Percent Number Percent
Officers 23 8 18 10
Enlisted Men 267 92 161 90
Total 290 100 179 100
It is not knoxm whether or not this is a true index to the num¬
ber of enlisted men per officer in actuality or not because for security
reasons, the exact military population of The Presidio is classified
information.
Marital Status
The data on the marital status of the U69 respondents are pre¬
sented in Table 1|. and are discussed in the paragraphs which follow.
Of the men studied over half of them were married. It was
not intended to determine if they had dependents with them at The
Presidio or not. Here it should be noted that the presence or absence
of dependents could be a motivating factor of the respondents' interest
and participation in the Special Services activities.
These data indicated that I30, or per cent of the Regular
Arny respondents were married r?Jid I60, or 55 per cent of them were un¬
married. These data also indicated that $8, or 32 per cent of the




Regular Army other Components
Number Percent Number Percent
Married 130 58 32
Unmarried 160 55 121 68
No Answer 0 0 0 0
Total 290 100 179 100
Highest Grade Completed
The data on the highest grade completed of the i;69 respondents
are presented in Table 5 and are discussed in the paragraphs which
follow. Over half of the respondents in both categories were high
school graduates; while only one-fourth of the Regular Arn^y respondents
went on to college, one-third of the Other Components entered college,
TABIE 5
HIGHEST GRADE COl'lPLETED IN SCHOOL
Regular Army Other Components
Number Percent Number Percent
High School
less than 12th 1+0 11+ 31+ 19
graduated 170 58 95 53
College
less than U years i+0 11+ 23 13
graduated 1+0 11+ 27 15
Total 290 100 179 100
It may be noted here that none of the respondents indicated
their attendance in graduate school. These data suggested that res¬
pondents were mostly high school and college graduates. This may have
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implied a greater stress on physical activities in the secondary edu¬
cation of the respondents inasmuch as most of the respondents favored
sports.
Station Assignment
The data on the station assignment of the i;69 respondents are
presented in Table 6 and are discussed in the paragraphs that follow.
TABLE 6
STATION ASSIGNMENT
Regular Arny Other Components
Number Percent Number Percent
TDY
(temporary duty) 80 28 Ul 27
PCS
(permanent change
of station) 210 72 123 68
No Answer 0 0 0 0
Total 290 100 179 100
Data in the table above shows the troops at The Presidio in
the categories of temporary and permanent duty. It appeared that
70 per cent of all the respondents were permanently stationed as
against some 25 to 30 per cent who were stationed there temporarily.
Duty Hours Per Week
Data on the duty hours of the U69 respondents during a week are
presented in Table 7 and are discussed in the paragraphs that follow.
Table 7 shows that most of the respondents work more than the normal




HOW MANY HOURS A WEEK ATE YOU ON DUTY AS HILITAKY PERSONNEL?
Regular Arny Other Components
Number Percent Ntimber Percent
UU or less 118 ko h 3
Over Ijlj. 172 60 175 97
No Answer 0 0 0 0
Total 290 100 179 100
In this case, kh was used as a comparable work week to hours
in the normal week worked ordinarily. The fact that the majority of
the respondents work normal overtime each week may or may not be an
influencing factor in their know-ledge, participation and interest in
the Special Service program,
Ariry Status
Data on the status of the k69 respondents are presented in




Regular Ariry 290 62
Other Components
CER, NG, AUS, etc.)
179 38
Total lj.69 100
Figures in the table indicate that over sixty per cent of the
respondents in the survey were Regular Arny personnel which meant that
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they were in the Arir^r for periods longer than two years. Men who
indicated that they were Regular Arny are usually in the military for
a period of twenty years or more and usually stay in the military un¬
til retirement.
Leisure Activities and High School Curricula Offerings
The data pertaining to the Leisure Activities and High School
Curricula Offerings of the k^9 respondents are presented in Tables 9
through 25 and are discussed with respect to Regular Army affiliation or
temporary affiliation designated in this study as Other Components.
Special Service Leisure Activity
The data on the Special Service Leisure Activity of the h69
respondents are presented in Table 9 and are discussed in the para¬
graphs which follow.
TABLE 9
WHAT SFSCIAL SERVICE ACTIVITY DO YOU ENJOY MOST DURING YOUR LEISURE?
Regular Arry Other Components
Married Unmarried Married Unmarried
Number Percent Number Percent Number Per¬
cent
Number Percent
Sports 76 59 19 50 29 50 6U 53
Serv. Club 0 0 19 12 8 13 15 13
Library 18 13 21 13 6 10 25 21
Crafts 23 18 15 9 5 9 8 6
Other k 3 7 k U 8 0 0
No Answer 9 7 19 12 6 10 9 7
Total 130 100 160 100 58 100 121 100
Of all the activities of the Special Service Program, sports
proved to be the most popular both among the married and unmarried.
Although the remaining answer were many and varied, there seemed to
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be a slight indication that a representative sample of the men en¬
joyed using the library and crafts shop.
It should be noted that the majority of the men in both the
Regular Ariry and Other Components groups were married. In both
groups, however, the unmarried men showed a greater enjoyment in the
use of the library over the other choices of activities. As can be
seen from the previous tables, sports was indicated as the most pop¬
ular activity. Responses on the questionnaire indicated that spec¬
tator sports were enjoyed to a greater extent than participant sports.
Play On A Unit Team
The data on whether the respondents actually play sports on a
unit team are presented in Table 10 and are discussed in the paragraphs
which follow.
TABLE 10
DO YOU PLAY ON A UNIT I’EAId ON POST?
Regiilar Arny Other Components
Number Percent Number Percent
Yes 81; 29 66 37
No 197 68 106 39
No Answer 9 3 7 k
Total 290 100 179 100
Of the men responding to the above question, about one-third
of them said that they played on a team. Although this study was not
concerned with such, it may be inferred that one reason that many of
the men did not play on a team even though they enjoyed sports more was
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that they did not possess the skills necessary to play the sports in
competition.
The questions asked by the researcher on sports were aimed at
finding out whether or not the respondents played on a team after
having such an opportunity in school or if they did not play on a team
when their high school curriculTom did not include provisions for phy¬
sical education and other extra-curricular activities.
Sports Activity Enjoyed Most
The data on the sports activity enjoyed most by the k^9 res¬
pondents are presented in Table 11 and are discussed in the paragraphs
which follow.
In the following table, respondents were asked of their pre¬
ference of participant and spectator sports. Three-fourths of the
Regular Arny men and two-thirds of the Other Components men voiced a
preference for spectator sports clearly indicating a greater desire to
participate. This may have been due to the ages of the respondents,
for, as we saw in Table 1, a large portion of the respondents were over
TABLE 11
WHAT TYPE OF SPORTS ACTIVITY DO YOU ENJOY MOST?
Regular Amy other Components
Number Percent Number Percent
Spectator 215 7U 117 65
Participant 62 21 51; 30
No Answer 13 5 8 5
Total 290 100 179 100
thirty years of age and this factor may have been an influencing one
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as to their preference of sedentary or active sports participation.
Indication of spectator preference may or may not be related
to the incidence of opportunity in high school activities.
Previous Participation in Organized Sports
The data regarding the previous participation of the ii.69 res¬
pondents in organized sports are presented in Table 12 and are discussed
in the paragraphs which follow.
It appears that most of the men in the study, as indicated in
the following table, have played some organized sport prior to entering
the military service. This information, along with the assumption that
many did not possess the necessary skills and abilities could very well
TABLE 12
PRIOR TO ENTERING THE MILITARY, DID YOU PLAY AJTY ORGANIZED SPORT?
Regular Ariy other Component
Number Percent Number Percent
Yes 189 65 131 73
No 101 35 h8 27
No Answer 0 0 0 0
Total 290 100 179 100
be one reason why most of them enjoy sports more but do not take an
active part. Also, it appears that more emphasis was placed on team
sports in secondary education in school and out of school with respect
to the Other Components.
Service Club Activities Enjoyed Most
The data on the service club activities enjoyed most by the k^9
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respondents are presented in Table 13 and are discussed in the para¬
graphs which follow.
TABLE 13
iiJHAT SERVICE CLUB ACTIVITIES DO YOU ENJOY MOST?
Regular Army other Components
Number Percent Number Percent
Games (cards, pool,
etc.)
85 29 23 13
Soldier Shows 38 13 1+1 23
Dances 79 27 63 35
Movies & TV ho 17 10
Lounge & Reading 0 0 7 3
Total 290 100 179 100
Table 13 shows the respondents answers to a free response item.
There were no "NO Answers".
Though the answers are many and varied, the feelings of each of
the two groups are parallel and are indicated by the similar patterns
of responses. Games, Dances, and Music appeared to be the most fre¬
quent choices of the respondents in both categories.
Service Club Visits
The data on the service club visits of the I|.69 respondents are
presented in Table ll| and are discussed in the following paragraphs.
Respondents were asked of their attendance at the Service
Club. The general attitude toward Service Clubs is quite favorable.
As can be seen from the data, more Service Club use was indicated by
respondents in the Other Components group. This may be due to the fact
that the Service Club may fill a more urgent nee^ for them than the
Regular Army men because they are in service for a short length of time
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and are more likely not they have their families with them and because
of this, turn to the Service Club for entertainment.
TABLE Ik
HOl'J OFTEN DO YOU VISIT THE SERVICE CLUB?
Regular Army Other Components
Number Percent Number Percent
Frequently hi Ul 23
Occasionally 105 36 50 28
Seldom k9 17 hi 26
Never 95 33 32 18
No Answer 0 0 9 5
Total 290 100 179 100
Crafts Shops Visits
The data on the crafts shops visits of the k^9 respondents aire
presented in Table 1$ and are discussed in the paragraphs which follow.
TA3IE 1$
DO YOU VISIT POST CRAFTS SHOP?
Regular Arny Other Components
Number Percent Nvunber Percent
Yes ll|7 51 93 52
No 89 30 66 37
No Answer 56 19 20 11
Total 290 100 179 100
Favorable attitudes towards the Crafts Shops seem limited to
a small segment of the men who were surveyed. The bulk of the men in¬
dicate little interest in Crafts Shops activity.
Questions on the feelings of the respondents towards the Crafts
were asked and responses are given in Tables 16 and 17.
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TABUE 16
HOW OFTEN DO YOU WORK IN THE CRAFTS SHOP?
Regiilar Arny Other Components
Nuiriber Percent Niimber Percent
Frequently 17 6 18 10
Occasionally 26 9 25 li;
Seldom 78 27 27 15
Never 93 32 52 29
No Ansxirer 76 26 57 32
Total 290 100 179 100
TABLE 17
DO YOU HA'/E A FAVOFJTE CRAFTS SHOP ACTIVITY?
Regular Amy Other Components
Number Percent Number Percent
Yes 81; 29 30 17
No 151 52 113 63
No Ansi-irer 55 19 36 20
Total 290 100 179 100
Regular Army and Other Component respondents indicated they
visited the Crafts Shop. The frequency of work visits to the Crafts
Shop were greater among the Other Components, Respondents in this
category tended to be iinraarried, younger and more active in partici¬
pant sports and service club attendance. These factors appeared to
be generally common to respondents in the Other Components group.
It is suggested that additional emphasis on teaching new crafts
skills and publicizing the availability of such instruction might be
one way to increase participation in the crafts phase of the program.
3h
Use Of Library
Data on the use of the library of the h69 respondents are pre¬
sented in Table 18 and are discussed in the paragraphs which follow.
Information was gathered from the respondents as to their
usage of the library and the types of books which they read. Although
there were materials such as magazines, tapes, phonograph records and
books, they were only asked if they enjoyed reading fiction or non¬
fiction, Technical, some professional and administrative books were
TABIE 18
DO YOU USE THE POST LIBRARY?
Regular Ariry Other Components
Number Percent Number Percent
Yes 21U Ih 136 76
No 70 2h 35 20
No Answer 6 2 8 1;
Total 290 100 179 100
not available in this library but are kept in a reference library with
other classified information and upon proper identification are loaned
on a similar basis.
The high percentage of respondents using the library may have
been due to the reported usefulness of its materials. Other questions
on the feelings of the respondents towards the library irere asked and
responses are given in Tables 19 and 20.
Of the U69 respondents who returned the questionnaire, exactly
three-fourths of the men used the library. Responses from the question
of types of books enjoyed most showed that the majority of the men en¬
joyed non-fiction books more than fiction.
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TABLE 19
WTAT TYPE OF BOOKS DO YOU ENJOY MOST FROM THE LIBRARY?
Regular Army Other Components
Number Percent Number Percent
Non-fiction 17h 60 8h h7
Fiction 87 30 72 ho
No Answer 29 10 23 13
Total 290 100 179 100
TABLE 20
IS LIBRARY MATERIAL HELPFUL WHEN USED?
Regular Arny Other Components
Number Percent Number Percent
Yes 213 73 126 70
No U6 16 30 17
No Answer 31 11 23 13
Total 290 100 179 100
Theatre Visits
Data on the theatre visits of the ii69 respondents are presented
in Table 21 and are discussed in the paragraphs which follow.
Fifty per cent of all the respondents indicated frequent atten¬
dance at the post theatre. >Aiile no one said that they never visited
a theatre, about thirteen per cent of all the respondents indicated
no answer at all. In analyzing the items of the questionnaire, every
response was paired with that of the other group. There are strong
indications that the trend of thought and a;tion was parallel in both
groups of the men in the study. While these tendencies were found it
was felt that different methods of handling problems of the married and
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unmarried men would be more beneficial. Respondents were asked to in¬
dicate their frequency of visits to the theatre (Table 21) and to show
how they would rate the movies seen there, as shown in Table 22.
TABLE 21
HOW OF'TEM DO YOU VISIT THE POST THEATRE?
Regular Arny other Components
Number Percent Number Percent
Frequently 1S9 55 80 U5
Occasionally 6h 22 62 35
Seldom h2 15 27 15
Never 0 0 0 0
No Answer 25 8 10 5
Total 290 100 179 100
TABLE 22
HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE MOVIES SEEN THERE?
Regular Army other Components
Number Percent Number Percent
Good 200 70 Ul6 82
Fair h9 17 23 13
Poor 30 10 8 h
No Answer 1 3 2 1
Total 290 100 290 100
Data above indicate that 80 per cent of the men in both cate¬
gories visit the theatre with some degree of regularity and consider
the movies seen there as good.
Physical Education in High School
Data on the physical education of the i).69 respondents in high
school is presented in Tables 23 and 2h and are discussed in the para-
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graphs which follow.
In the following tables data is presented to show the respon¬
dents' answers to questions about their curricular offerings and oppor¬
tunities for sports participation in high school.
TABLE 23
WAS PHYSICAL EDUCATION A REQUIHED PART OF YOUR HIGH SCHOOL CURRICULUM?
Regular Army Other Components
Number Percent Number Percent
Yes 99 3k 52 29
No 171 59 127 71
No Answer 20 7 0 0
Total 290 100 179 100
TABLE 2h
WERE SPORTS INCLUDED IN THE EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES OF YOUR SCHOOL?
Regular Ariry Other Components
Number Percent Number Percent
Yes 197 68 lUO 78
No 67 23 37 21
No Answer 26 9 2 1
Total 290 100 179 100
Data taken from Tables 23 and 2h indicated that while most men
in both Regular Ariny and Other Components groups had sports in their
extra-curricular activities, they were not required to take physical
education in high school.
Arts and Crafts in the High School Curriculum
Data on the arts and crafts program in the high schools of the




WERE ARTS AND GRAFTS A PART OF YOUR HIGH SCHOOL CURRICULUM?
Regular Ariry other Components
Number Percent Number Percent
Yes 133 hs 88 h9
No li;8 51 88 h9
No Answer 9 3 3 2
Total 290 100 179 100
Respondents were asked if they had arts and crafts as a part
of their high school curriculum. Previously, xto exanined tables which
gave us data on the servicemen's habits on attendance in the post
crafts shop. They then indicated that most of them had no favorite
crafts shop activity. This along with the indication that one-half
of them had arts and crafts in their high school curriculum seem to
point out that a very low interest in the crafts aspect of the Special
Seinrice Program was present.
Other Component respondents tended to prefer participant sports
and also showed a higher percentage of sports exposure during secondary
school.
Opinions and Reactions To The Present Program
The data pertaining to the opinions and reactions of the k69
respondents are presented in Tables 26 through 29 and are discussed
with respect to Regular Army affiliation or temporary affiliation desig¬
nated in this study as Other Components,
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Provisions of Various Activities
The data on the provisions of various activities of the ii69
respondents in the Special Services Program are presented in Table 26
and are discussed in the paragraphs which follow.
TABLE 26
DOES YOUP POST SPECIAL SEPFICE OFFICER PROVIDE YOU WITH A
WIDE RANGE OF EECPEATIONAL ACTIVI'TY?
Regular Army other Components
Number Percent Number Percent
Yes 171 39 98 33
No 32 11 32 18
Undecided 8U 29 hi 26
No Answer 3 1 2 1
Total 290 100 179 100
When asked if they felt a wide range of activity was being
provided by the Special Service Officer, the respondents indicated
that they felt there was.
Although a large number of the men seemed undecided about the
situation, it is clear that most of those wliose minds were made up
felt that the range of the program is entirely adequate to serve their
needs.
Could Program Be Iir^roved?
The data pertaining to the opinions of the U69 respondents as
to whether the program could be improved are presented in Table 27 and
are discussed in the paragraphs which follow.
Respondents were asked if they thought the general program coiild
be improved. The following table shows that about half of the men
ho
thought the program could be improved and approximateily half of them
felt the reverse.
TABIE 27
DO YOU THINK THE GENERAL PROGRAM COULD BE IMPROVED?
Regular Army other Components
Number Percent N\u±)er Percent
Yes 1U8 51 95 53
No 128 hh 80 U5
No Answer 111 5 h 2
Total 290 100 179 100
Although the reasons are not given by these data, desires for
improvement could have been related in inverse proportion to the men's
satisfaction with the Army, that those who felt that improvements
could be made could have been the ones who might have thought the Army
as unsatisfactory.
Suggested Improvements
The data on the suggested improvements of the h^9 respondents
are presented in Table 28 and are discussed in the paragraphs which
follow.
The following table shows the responses to a free-response item
in which the respondents listed their suggested improvements for the
program.
The suggestions which were given by the men answering the ques¬
tionnaire have been listed below and ranked in order of frequency of
mention. There were several "no answers". The frequency pattern for
both groups were relatively parallel.
TABLE 28
WHAT ARE YOUR SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS?
Improvement Frequency Ranking
Regular Arnjr Other Components
Increase variety shows 1 1




food service h 6
Allow wearing of duty




Data on the native resources in the area of the U69 respon¬
dents are presented in Table 29 and are discussed in the paragraph
which follows.
T^^IBLE 29
DOES THE SPECIAL SERVICE PROGRAM AT THE PRESIDIO USE OTHER FACILITIES
AI'JD RESOURCES THAT ARE NATIVE TO THIS AREA, SUCH AS BOATING, SWIMI-ILNG,
FISHING AND CAI'4PING?
Regular Amur other Components
Number Percent Number Percent
Yes 162 56 73 hi
No hi ih 36 20
Do Not Know 8h 29 66 37
No Answer 3 1 h 2
Total 290 100 179 100
Almost one-half of the U69 respondents felt that facilities
were being used to the fullest extent, and on the other hand, one-
third of them did not know. This may have been related to the fact
that almost one-third of them did not think a wide range of activities
were being offered.
CHAPTER III
SUIWARr, CONCLUSIONS, II-IPLICATIONS AND RECOMENDATIONS
Introduction,-It is agreed that the administration must take
the lead in setting objectives. However, this need not be a "one-
man rule" process. Objectives may be set democratically involving
the entire group. A second responsibility is that of "removing ob¬
stacles". Facilities must be provided and financial support is re¬
quired .
The success of physical education as a total educational pro¬
cess must certainly be measured in terms of outcomes. Although phy¬
sical education is taught in school a short time about half of the
days of the entire year, physical education as a process goes on every
day of the year, in school and out of school.
We may think then of total outcomes in terms of physical
strength, sane emotional drives, optimum muscular coordination and
mental ability to malce accurate judgments.
The men surveyed in this study fall into groups which differ
in their attitudes toward the Special Services and in the ways in which
they use their leisure time.
The approach of the Special Service Program to these groups of
military personnel should be different if the needs of each are to be
met and if the interest of the members of each is to be served by
Special Service activities. An attempt to discover the leisure-time
interests of these personnel, and where appropriate, encourage their
development might be useful. In addition, the survey shows several
activities where a very definite attempt to encourage new interests
and the learning of new skills might be very helpful.
The Problem,-The problem of this study was to determine the
effectiveness of the present program of Special Service activities of
the Presidio of San Francisco in meeting the needs of the military per¬
sonnel.
Purpose of the Study.-The general purpose of the study was to
determine whether or not the present program of special activities was
desirable to its participants. More specifically, the study was in¬
tended to find out:
1. What activities were enjoyed mostj
2. V/hat should be done to encourage greater participation
in the program by military personnel, and their impli¬
cations for general educationj and
3. If personnel who have had opportunity to participate in
organized sports in school respond favorably to the res¬
pective part of the Special Service Program.
Method of Research.-The method of descriptive survey was used.
A questionnaire was distributed to every unit at The Presidio, These
questionnaires were so distributed to these units that at least every
fifth man in each unit was surveyed. A design of random sampling was
employed using one out of every five soldiers. The number five was
chosen from Table (1) of random numbers,^
\/allis and Roberts, Statistics: A New Approach, p. lUS,
Subjects and Instruinents.-Subjects used in this study included
500 WAGS, Officers and Enlisted Men stationed at The Presidio of San
Francisco, The instr\iment used was a twenty-nine item questionnaire
which contained three sections of related questions specifically de¬
signed to solicit the information necessary for this study.
Methodology.-The method of procedure used in the collection of
data was as follows:
1. Permission was obtained from the necessary authorities to
conduct the study.
2. The questionnaire was structured and distributed to the
respondents at The Presidio,
3. Data obtained from questionnaires was analysized, interpre¬
ted and presented.
U, Findings, conclusions, implications and recommendations were
presented in the final thesis copy,
Surrmary of Belated Literature,-The review of the related lit¬
erature pertinent to the research problem of detei'mining the effective¬
ness of the Special Services of The Presidio of San Francisco in the
provision of recreation for its military personnel was found principally
in the writings of The Journal of Health, Physical Education and Rec¬
reation and the Office of The Adjutant General. These sources led to
the selection and generalization of the statements belowj
1, Educators must be ever aware of the danger of sacrificing
the cultural and social objectives for the implementation
of a totally physical program,
2, Physical education is a part of the total educational pro¬
cess of the total individual,
3, Facilities of each Special Service installation are as
varied and adequate as possible; and a wide range of ac¬
tivities are engaged in for the express purpose of stim¬
ulating the desire of every soldier and WAG to participate
in the program to the fullest in their off-duty leisure
hours.
U6
U. Personnel of the highest quality who are trained in their
specialty are hired to staff the program,5,A concerted effort is made constantly to insure a well-
balanced program intended to assist in developing a high
state of morale by keeping the soldier physically fit
and mentally alert.
Summary of the Findings»-Analysis and interpretation of the
data would appear to warrant the following summationsj
1, Sports was the activity most enjoyed by the respondents,
2. Interest in the crafts phase of the program was veiy low.
3* While most of the men had the opportunity to participate
in organized sports in their high school extra-curricular
activities, they were not required to take physical edu¬
cation. Those who had taken physical education tended to
respond favorably to the respective part of the Special
Service Program.
U, Even though a wide range of activities are offered, the
program should endeavor to initiate more and better pro¬
grams to encourage greater participation. These activi¬
ties may be more thoroughly enjoyed were general educa¬
tion geared more to physical education,
5, Libraries are used considerably even though this use is
confined to a little over half of the men.
6, Although a large number of men do not participate active¬
ly in the program of sports, it seems to be widely enjoyed
by all,
7, The crafts interest among the respondents was very low and
more participation may be brought about by fuller explo¬
ration for new craft ideas.
8, It was also found that the respondents who indicated that
they had organized sports, required physical education and
arts and crafts in their curriculum tended to participate
more. Thus, the writer believes implies the need that
more emphasis be given these areas in general education
curricula.
Conclusions and Implications.-The analysis and interpretation
of the findings of this research would appear to warrant the following
U7
statements of conclusions and implications:
1. While the program enjoys a considerable amount of favorable
opinion, it should endeavor to seek out and initiate more,
and better programs of leisure for the personnel so that
new and changing interests are served.
2. While the library is used considerably by most of the per¬
sonnel, an attempt to discover the reading habits of the
men might reveal some reasons for their usage pattern of
the library.
3. It might be suggested that more emphasis might be placed on
the exploration of nevr craft ideas as this might be an
avenue of increasing the interest in the crafts aspect of
the program.
U. Even though sports was the favorite activity of the res¬
pondents, there seems to be justification to make the
statement that not only interest but participation as well
might be greater in the sports phase of the prograra had
the respondents been made more aware of the importance of
physical education as part of the total education of stu¬
dents in secondary education.
3. Mlitaiy personnel who had the opportunity to participate
in sports in school responded favorably to the sports phase
of the Special Service Program.
Recommendations.-The following recommendations were derived
from the findings, conclusions and implications of this r esearch:
1. Although the responses were parallel in most instances,
there seems to be enough evidence to warrant different
methods of handling the problems of married and unmarried
men.
2. An all-out effort should be made to bring the Special
Services Program and its aims to the attention of the mili¬
tary public.
3. It is felt that the place, value and future of physical
education in the curriculum of today's secondary schools
be studied, evaluated and re-emphasized.
kt Provision should be made for the instruction and develop¬
ment of the total child.
3. While sports were more favored among the respondents,
more and careful planning should be given to scheduling
and regulations regarding the sports program in order to
1;8
increase interest and participation.
6, The public should be appraised of the purpose and standards
for sound physical education programs and of the results to
be expected from them.
APPENDIX
Dear IntervieweeJ
This information is sought for the purpose of supplying data
a research survey for completion of graduate requirements for the masters
degree in education.
The first group of questions is for the sole purpose of identifi¬
cation. iinswer each question by placing a check mark in the appropriate
box.
DO NOT PLACE YOUR OR 3EWICB NUMBER ON THIS QUBSTIOMAIRE
QUESTIONNAIRE
A. RA... E. Married.... Unmarried,...
Other F. How many hours do you spend on
(ER, NO, Etc.) military duty?
B. Officer.,.. lU or less... . Over llj.
Enlisted.... G. Check the box
falls;
in which your age
C. Highest grade completed
in school.... Under 20,... 20-30....
D. Assignment to Presidio 30-Uo.... Over liO....
TDY PCS
H, How long have you been stationed at The Presidio? 3-6 mos.,,,
6 mos. - 1 year.,,. Over 1 year,,.,
ANSl-ER EACH OF THE FOLIOWING QUESTIONS '^JITH A CrEGK IN THE RIGHT BOX
I. Which Special Service activity do you enjoy most? Sports
U9
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Crafts Service Club Library Other (Specify)
2. Do you play on a unit or post athletic team? Tes No
3. Which type of sports activity do you enjoy most? Spectator
Participant
ll. Before entering the militaiy, did you play any organized
sport? Yes No
5. What Service Club activities do you enjoy most? (write below)
} > }
6. Do you visit the post Crafts Shop? Yes No
7. If yes to the question above, how oftsn? Frequently
Occasionally Seldom Never
8. How often do you visit the Service Club? Frequently
Occasionally Seldom Never
9. What is your favorite Craft Shop activity? Have none
Write in
10. Do you use the post library? Yes No
11. What type of books do you enjoy most from the library?
Fiction Non-fiction
12. Is the material in the library helpful when used? YES
No
13* How often do you visit the post theatre? Frequently
Occasionally Seldom Never
ill. How would you rate the movies seen there? Grood Fair
Poor
15, Was physical education a required part of your high school
curriculum? Yes No
16 . Were sports included in the extra-curricular activities
of your school? Yes No
17. Were Arts and Crafts a part of your high school curri¬
culum? Yes No
18, Is a wide range of recreational activity provided?
Yes No
19. Do you feel Special Services at The Presidio need improving?
Yes No
20, If YES to the above question, what are your suggestions
for improvement?21,Does the Special Services at The Presidio use other facil¬
ities and resources that are native to this area such as -
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